NOTES

1. CONCRETE GRADE N25.
2. SIDE WALLS OF ALL PITS DEEPER THAN 1 500 mm ARE TO BE
   REINFORCED WITH ONE LAYER OF SL82 MESH RETURNED 200 mm INTO
   BASE.
3. DEPTH OF PIT NOT TO EXCEED 2 500 mm. (SPECIAL DESIGN REQUIRED
   WHERE DEPTH EXCEEDS 2 500 mm.)
4. PITS DEEPER THAN 1 200 mm TO BE FITTED WITH STEP IRONS.
5. WHERE LONGITUDINAL PIPE DIAMETER EXCEEDS 600 mm, PIT WALLS TO
   BE STEPPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH DS2014/005848.
6. LOCATION AND LEVEL OF REFERENCE POINT SHOWN ON DESIGN PLANS.
7. FOR DETAILS OF GRATE AND FRAME SEE R0220-05
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